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0 comments Please sign in or register to post comments. Register what? Register for a free
account. Once you've registered you will be able to see the much wanted link on your Help

page - Enjoy! Register for a free account with the Textmuseum The Textmuseum is a unique
way to share your old texts, scanning your rare books and archives. Add your books,

documents or photos and share them with other library users. This will create a unique
reference URL that you will be able to share with others. If your treasurw library has made an

interlibrary loan with the Textmuseum, you can share the URL here. Verify The verification
procedure is very easy. It's done by Textmuseum admins (once we receive the verification

from you), and isn't visible for the general public. Your text is edited by Textmuseum staff and
checked for spelling and consistency, and later translated into other languages. Find it? Please

enter the URL or the Textmuseum's UUID that you want to share:Military veterans and their
wives often struggle to find jobs and settle into civilian life after retirement. Nowhere is this

struggle more on display than in Louisiana, where large numbers of casualties from the
Vietnam War left many behind with a wide gap between them and their jobs. As reported by

the Urban Institute in a study released this month, every one of Louisiana's four congressional
districts has lost 100 or more manufacturing jobs since 2000, and the same is true for the
state's U.S. House district. And more than 30 percent of all federal veterans have jobs that
pay less than the average state wage, the institute found. The following are some of the

problems that veterans face in Louisiana and suggestions for how to fix them: Homelessness
While homelessness among veterans has seen a sharp decline over the past two decades,
roughly 20 percent of veterans do not have permanent housing. Eighty-six percent of all

homeless veterans are women, and the trend is worse for female veterans: Only 52 percent
have jobs. (In comparison, 40 percent of homeless people do not have a job, according to the
Rand Corporation.) To combat this problem, the Baton Rouge Advocate this week endorsed a

plan by former LSU and NFL quarterback Colt Brennan to offer veterans free housing on a year-
to-year basis, meaning they wouldn't have to pay rent or any other
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